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[RADIOCARBON, VOL 32, No. 2, 1990, P 155.164] 

PREPARATIVE HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC 
SEPARATION OF INDIVIDUAL AMINO ACIDS DERIVED FROM 

FOSSIL BONE COLLAGEN 

GERT JAAP VAN KLINKENI and WILLEM G MOOK 

Centrum voor Isotopenonderzoek, State University of Groningen 
Westersingel 34, 9718 CM Groningen, The Netherlands 

ABSTRACT. Extracting a series of amino acids from fossil "collagen" makes it possible to compare chemically well- 
characterized molecules from one bone sample, both chemically and by isotopic analysis. Thus, the integrity of 
collagen samples and possible contamination can be checked. We describe the routine high-performance liquid 
chromatographic extraction of five amino acids: glycine, hydroxyproline, glutamate, threonine and alanine. Humates 
are eliminated during the extraction, which can be monitored continuously. 

INTRODUCTION 

Conventional methods of 14C bone dating and paleodietary stable isotope research often 
lead to ambiguous results due to problems in extracting uncontaminated, unaltered bone 
collagen from degraded bone (eg, Longin 1971; Olsson et al 1974; El-Daoushy, Olsson & Oro 
1978; Taylor 1980, 1987). 

We do not fully understand the collagen degradation process during bone diagenesis 
(Schwarcz, Hedges & Ivanovich 1989; Stafford, Brendel & Duhamel 1988; Gillespie 1986; 
Hedges & Law 1989), and the changes in bones in the soil are as diverse as the specific 
circumstances to which they were exposed during their burial. Descriptions of collagen 
preservation are inadequate for describing alterations in a fossil bone "collagen" sample, at least 
at the molecular level. 

Extracting collagen from fossil bone in the form of gelatin (denatured, unfolded collagen) 
is not a totally selective process (Gurfinkel 1987; Taylor 1980; Gillespie, 1986; Stafford, 
Brendel & Duhamel 1988). Isotope analysis of fossil bone gelatin depends on mass balance 
and isotopic differences between endogenous (and isotopically unchanged) collagenous material 
and other materials that attach to it during diagenesis. These materials (eg, humics) can be 
exogenous or formed in situ from collagen parts and may or may not be isotopically different 
from the original collagen fiber. 

Thus, the state of preservation of fossil "collagen" is crucial for accuracy in the resulting 
isotopic analyses (Stafford, Brendel & Duhamel 1988). A better chemical characterization of 
the fraction selected for dating would be the first step in improving the validity of both bone 
dating and paleodietary analysis. This means using distinct molecules such as amino acids or 
specific proteins rather than insoluble residues. For radiocarbon dating, this possibility has 
come within reach since the development of accelerator mass spectrometric (AMS) 14C 

detection. AMS requires a very small sample: milligram quantities instead of grams, required 
for conventional radiocarbon dating (Monk 1984). At present, some researchers prefer to 

extract larger or smaller (peptide) parts of collagen (Brown et al 1988; DeNiro & Weiner 
1988a,b), or other bone proteins (Gillespie 1989). Others extract a mixture of amino acids 
from "collagen" (Ho, Marcus & Berger 1969; Stafford et al 1987; Hedges et al 1989), or one 

or two specific amino acids, eg, hydroxyproline and proline (Wand 1981; Stafford et al 1982; 
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Gillespie & Hedges 1983; Gillespie, Hedges & Wand 1984), or a series of individual amino 
acids (Hare & Estep 1983; Macko et al 1983; van Klinken 1989). 

We describe here routine extraction of five individual amino acids from collagen 
hydrolyzates (glycine (Gly), glutamate (Glu), hydroxyproline (Hyp), threonine (Thr) and alanine 
(Ala)) by means of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). 

AMINO ACIDS AND ISOTOPE CHEMISTRY 

Collagen Amino Acids 

Biochemically intact bone collagen contains 18 different amino acids (Table 1). Not all 
amino acids are of equal interest in an isotopic comparison, nor can they be isolated in an 
equally routine way with the described HPLC system; thus, we must select carefully amino 
acids for routine analysis. 

TABLE 1 

The amino acid composition of undegraded collagen 

Amino Acid Abbr Residues %o 

Hydroxyproline * 
Hyp 101 

Aspartate Asp 51 
Threonine** * Thr 18 
Serine Ser 35 
Glutamate* Glu 75 
Proline Pro 116 
Glycine* Gly 317 

Alanine* Ala 113 
Valine* * Val 19 
Methionine Met 5 
Isoleucine * * Ile 13 
Leucine** Leu 28 
Tyrosine Tyr 5 
Phenylalanine * * Phe 18 
Hydroxylysine Hyl 5 

Lysine* * Lys 24 
Histidine * * His 5 
Arginine Mg 49 

* Amino acid selected for investigation 
** Essential amino acid 

The amino acids Hyp and hydroxylysine (Hyl) are typical for collagen. Hyp and Hyl are 
not incorporated in the polypeptide chains of collagen by the usual mechanisms of protein 
synthesis. Some specific proline (Pro) and lysine (Lys) residues are hydroxylated in situ after 
they are already incorporated in the a-chain, the building block of collagen fiber. Hyl is 
important because carbohydrate units, mostly a disaccharide of glucose and galactose, become 
attached to it during collagen synthesis (glycosylation). Hyp is indispensable for the 
stabilization of the collagen superhelix because it increases the stability of the molecule by 
hydrogen bonding (Ramachandran & Reddi 1976); insufficient hydroxylation of Pro in living 
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bone occurs during scurvy. In collagen, Hyp accounts for ca 10% of the amino-acid residues; 
otherwise it occurs only in very low amounts. Because of this high bone-specificity, Hyp was 
recognized as an ideal dating sample at an early stage in the development of AMS (Wand 
1981). 

Based on biosynthetic' relationships, carbon and nitrogen isotopic ratios in Glu, Pro and 

Hyp, as well as in Lys and Hyl must be identical, on average. The isotopic comparison of 
these amino acids could provide a test for contamination of fossil collagens. Unfortunately, the 
Hyl content of collagen is very low: ca 5 residues per 1000, which makes routine preparative 
isolation difficult. Hyp and Glu can easily be isolated (Fig 1), but Pro requires an extra buffer 
in the HPLC separation (Table 2). 

Many amino-acid transamination reactions (involving a transfer of nitrogen from one amino 
acid to another) are known in animal biosynthesis, which could bring about other possibilities 
for 15N/14N ratio comparison of different amino acids. For example, nitrogen is transferred 
from Glu to almost any other L-amino acid. Most probably, these amino acids are all 

isotopically lighter in nitrogen than Glu because of isotope effects during transamination 
(Macko et al 1987). Glu is the most abundant amino acid in nature, and fossil bone Glu is 

likely to be contaminated very easily with exogenous Glu. For this reason, Glu seems to be an 
ideal amino acid to test overall bone contamination. 

Glycine (Gly), the smallest amino acid, accounts for one-third of the residues in collagen. 
Serine (Ser) is the precursor of Gly. Gly can be separated easily; in the case of Ser, an extra 
extraction run of 45 min is needed at a higher column temperature. A collagen molecule is 

likely to be largely deteriorated if a severe contamination with exogenous Gly appears to exist, 
indicated by deviating Gly concentrations and stable isotopic ratios. Consequently, all other 
isotopic measurements should be treated with caution. 

The amino acids mentioned so far are non-essential, ie, they can be synthesized by the 

animal itself; Thr is one of the essential amino acids (Table 1): it has to be taken up with food. 
Thus, 13C/12C and 14C/12C isotope ratios of Thr relate to those of dietary Thr. On the other 
hand, 15N/14N values appear to be slightly lower than those of dietary Thr, perhaps because of a 

preferential incorporation of 14N containing Thr (Gaebler, Vitti & Vukmirovich 1966). 

Gly concentrations are often low in fossil bone samples, along with higher concentrations 
of valine (Val), isoleucine (Ile), leucine (Leu) and phenylalanine (Phe), and probably of Thr 
and Ser (Dungworth et al 1974). 

Amino Acid Separations 

One aspect of modern chromatographic separations has been underestimated: the 

importance of detecting the molecules we want to extract and possible contaminants during the 
isolation process. On-line detection allows us to continously monitor the quality of each 
separation, and register each deviation. This can be done with HPLC, which yields a high- 
resolution separation together with excellent reproducibility in a relatively short time (2 hr). A 
preparative (milligram-scale) system with a low 14C background is needed for use in natural 
abundance isotope chemistry, essentially without memory or isotopic fractionation effects. 

Most of the chromatographic amino acid separation methods are designed for analytical 
(nanomole level) use: either ion-exchange analyzers (Moore & Stein 1951) or reversed phase 
systems (eg, Joseph & Marsden 1986) with organic buffer systems and post- or precolumn 
derivatization. These do not suit the specific demands of fossil bone isotopic analysis. Carbon 
contamination from the organic buffers and derivatization reagents is difficult to avoid. For 
instance, ninhydrin derivatization reagent turned out to be severely contaminated by 14C (up to 
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10 times the activity of recent natural carbon), possibly because of contact with labeling 
compounds during manufacturing. The main disadvantage, however, is the fact that non- 
aminated contamination cannot be detected if derivatization techniques are used. For these 
reasons, we used direct UV detection at 210nm. 

Spectrophotometric detection is based on the measurement of the absorbance of 
monochromatic light by the sample in accordance with the Lambert-Beer law; 

c = [log 'c/'t] / EL 

where c = concentration of unknown solution; Io = intensity of the incident light of the used 
wave length (ie, 210 nm); I, = intensity of the transmitted light; log IQ/I, being the absorbance A 
(formerly called extinction E or optical density D); E = molar absorbtion coefficient (formerly 
the extinction coefficient), dependent on the type of solvent, wave length and temperature; L = 
path length of light through solvent. 

Spectrophotometric detectors provide an output in absorbance units which is linearly related 
to sample concentration over a range of 105. 

Baseline separation of amino acid peaks is indispensable for avoiding partial mixing of 
fractions, especially if we inject large amounts of sample. In fact, complete separation is not 
obtainable for all "collagen" amino acids, due to the complexity of the amino acid / "humics" 
mixture; thus, some of the amino acids have to be omitted. 

We built an HPLC system with an inorganic buffer system, a cation exchange (sulphonated 
resin) column, and direct UV detection at 210nm. We separated amino acids with one buffer 
solution during a run of 145 min at a maximum load of 100mg of hydrolyzate. We can extract 
aspartate (Asp) and Ser in a separate run using a higher column temperature. An optional 
buffer for the separation of Pro, Val, Leu, and histidine (His) is available. We also can isolate 
some humic fractions and unhydrolyzed parts of collagen chains (peptides) if they are present. 

Normally, we then analyze amino acids for their stable isotope content (13C/12C, 15N/14N) to 
determine the optimal amino acids for dating. The chosen amino acids finally can be 14C dated 
by means of AMS. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample Selection 

As discussed above, the state of collagen preservation determines the quality of isotope 
results (see also Stafford, Brendel & Duhamel 1988). The choice of bone or part thereof can 
be crucial. We prefer dense bones, such as the shafts of long bones, over more porous ones. 
We obtained especially good results from dental elements, even from tropical soils where bone 
withers quickly. Both bone and dentin contain the same type of collagen (Type I, Bornstein & 
Traub 1979); however, the initial collagen content is higher in dentin (30% compared to ca 
15% in bone), and dentin is much denser than bone. We found no differences in isotope 
content between bone and teeth (van Klinken et al, ms). 

Mechanical Cleaning of the Bone Sample 

At first, we remove the bone surface, or we saw out a dense, unexposed section of the 
inner part of the bone. The selected material is ground to 0.5-1.5mm particles in a ball or 
chopping mill, making sure that the bone powder does not overheat. 
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Demineralization 

We subsequently decalcify the bone powder in dilute hydrochloric acid (3% HCl in doubly 
distilled water) at 4°C, stirring, adding 10m1 aliquots of dilute acid until degassing stops. 
During demineralization, some of the collagen fibers will hydrolyze and become soluble if the 
temperature is too high or demineralization time is too long (Longin 1971; Brown et al 1988), 
and are then lost for the following gelatinization step. Demineralization time must be 

optimized for these opposing reactions. Under the described circumstances, the 
demineralization process lasts for 4 - 10 hr. After repeated centrifugation and washing with 
distilled water, the residue is used for gelatinization. However, in the smallest samples, the 

residue may not contain enough gelatin, in which case, the use of supernatant "collagen," the 

dilute acid-soluble fraction, is sometimes necessary. 

Gelatinization 

Collagen fibril structure is lost during prolonged heating at temperatures higher than 58°C, 
the denaturation temperature of collagen (Piez 1984). During gelatinization, collagen fibers are 
unfolded and become soluble, while impurities (humates or severely degraded collagen parts) 
remain in the residue and can be eliminated by centrifugation (Longin 1971). Although gelatin 
extraction is not as selective as it once was thought to be (Gurfinkel 1987; Stafford et al 1987), 
it is still useful for improving the purity of fossil "collagen." The residue from the 
demineralization is placed in a shaking incubator at 75°C and a pH of ca 3 for 0.5 to 2 hr in 
closed glass containers. The steady movement speeds up the gelatinization process and 
improves the yield. Minimizing gelatinization time, temperature and air contact during the 
process prevents caramelization of the gelatin's carbohydrates, which appears as an increasingly 
yellow solution, and which could make the gelatin less accessible to further amino-acid 
extraction. The supernatant, containing the gelatin, is then freeze dried. 

Hydrolysis 

The gelatin is hydrolyzed in doubly distilled 6N HCl (Suprapur, Merck; 3m1 per 100mg of 
gelatin) for 20 hr at 110°C in sealed ampules. A part of the gelatin (up to 25%) is not 
hydrolyzed and remains a brown, insoluble residue. Experiments with higher temperatures, 
stronger acid, lower gelatin concentration and longer hydrolysis times failed to give better 
amino acid yields. Perhaps it is the more degraded part of the gelatin that is not, or only 
partially, sensitive to hydrolysis. Based on the differences in stable isotopic ratios between this 
residue and the intact "collagen," Hare and Estep (1983) suggest that the residue is a diagenetic 
product from lipids or carbohydrates from the glycosylated residues of the collagen fiber. 

After hydrolysis, the sample is evaporated to dryness in a desiccator; subsequently, the 
amino acid mixture is redissolved in doubly distilled water, in a maximum concentration of ca 
100-120mg hydrolyzate per 1000,ul. After centrifugation for 30 min at maximum speed, the 
hydrolyzate is ready for injection into the HPLC system. 

Amino Acid Separation 

The HPLC system is designed to handle samples in an automated or semi-automated way, 
in amounts sufficient for stable isotope analysis or radiocarbon dating (80-100mg of 
hydrolyzate). The system comprises a HPLC pump, a dead-volume injector with 
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interchangeable sample loops, a chromatographic column with waterbath heating, a variable 
wavelength UV detector, and a fraction collector, which also controls the stepwise gradient. 
The extraction system is kept in an overpressure dust-free room. The (semi-) preparative 
HPLC pump must be able to deliver buffer flows of at least 20ml.min 1; the stainless steel 
connecting tubing is 0.16cm OD, 0.051cm ID (1/16"x 0.020"). The preparative 22 x 500mm 
column contains sulphonated cation exchange resin, Alltech Rogel-S (10,um particle size). The 
column is heated by a waterbath/circulation system with a tolerance of 0.5°C. Coiled nickel 
tubing, 40cm long, is placed in front of the column to improve heat transfer to the solution. 
Directly after the column, the solution is water-cooled to 30°C using another 40cm piece of 
coiled nickel tubing. Normally, the injection valve is fitted with a 1000,1 sample loop, and is 
thoroughly cleansed with a detergent solution and doubly distilled water before each injection to 
prevent cross-contamination. We used a LKB 2151 variable wavelength UV-Vis detector at 
210nm, fitted with a preparative flow-cell. A Gilson 201 fraction collector is used to collect 
fractions automatically (with peak/baseline detection) or manually, and to control the buffer 
change-over valves. Chemicals are pa grade; the de-ionized water is filtered and de-aerated in 
a vacuum filter system (filters 0.45,um, Millipore); and buffer solutions are continuously flushed 
with helium. 

The separation of the amino acid peaks is optimized using Sigma L-amino-acid probes 
until retention time and peak shape of each amino acid give a baseline separation at preparative 
loads and at 0.04 AUFS (Absorbance Units Full Scale) of the UV detector sensitivity. We 
checked amino acid purity by classical amino analysis: purity of amino acid fractions, isolated 
under the described elution conditions did not differ from the pa Sigma amino acids (for a 
summary of the elution conditions, see Table 2). We quantify the content of each amino acid 
in a sample using Sigma Collagen Standard mixture. 

The entire amino acid elution sequence is different from the classical sequence of amino- 
acid analyzers, but we have found no explanation for this phenomenon. 

TABLE 2 
Elution conditions during preparative separations 

Buffer flow rate 18.01.min1 

Pressure 36 bar (at 74.5°C) 

Column 22mm x 500mm Rogel-S, Alltech 
10µm particle size, 10nm pore size 
Temperature 74.5°C (increased to 80°C for Asp and 
Ser separation 

Detector UV detection at 210 nm 
(Semi-) preparative flowcell 
0.04 or 0.08 AUFS (preparative load of 50-100mg 
collagen hydrolyzate) 

Buffer system A 0.1M NaH2PO4 + 0.1M H3PO4 pH = 2.12 (25°C) 
B idem; pH = 4.50 optional 
C .04M NaOH cleaning and column regeneration 

Gradient Stepwise; duration from moment of injection: 
A 100 min; (B 30 min); C 15 min; A 30 min 
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Isotope fractionation occurs during the chromatographic separation; we have observed S13C 

differences of maximally 50%o between the first and the last parts of a Gly peak (cf Macko et 
al 1987). To overcome this effect, we collected complete baseline separated peaks with small 
baseline parts before and after the peak. The resulting average variation in Gly, the smallest 
amino acid, and consequently the most susceptible to isotopic fractionation (Macko et al 1987), 
is ± 0.5%o for S15N and ± 0.4%o for b13C. 

The 14C background is presently found to be lower than corresponding to 37,000 BP, with 
>50,000 BP collagen as a testing material. 

Desalting 

The buffer phosphate salts in the collected HPLC fractions destabilize the combustion for 
isotope analysis by creating a fluctuating carbon background in the oxygen flow combustion 
system. Therefore, the amino acids are desalted by elution of the fractions over a 1.8 x 40cm 
column of AG 11 A8 (Biorad), at a flowrate of 1ml.min-1. The salt-free amino-acid solution is 
then lyophilized. 

Recently, we found buffer salts to give less problems using a Cr203 combustion system 
(CHN analyzer), so we can omit desalting procedures in many of these combustions. 

4 

ro n 

n 

V 
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100 80 60 40 20 0 
time (min) 

Fig 1A. A preparative separation (run #478) of a fossil "collagen" CI 
(14C age 1700 BP), detector 0.08 AUFS. B. Preparative separation (run 
#493) of "collagen" Malmok 15, Asp and Ser are deformed (arrow), 
detector 0.08 AUFS. C. Analytical run (#494) of Sigma Collagen 
Standard, undiluted, 2.5µmol of each amino acid, except 12.5µmol 

Hyp, detector 0.02 AUFS. D. Blank run (#453), 0.08 AUFS. Other 
elution conditions as described in Table 2. L-Amino acids: 1 Asp, 2 
Ser, 3 Gly, 4 Hyp, 5 Glu, 6 Thr, 7 Ala. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows examples of HPLC separation chromatograms. In Figure 1A, a 

chromatogram of a preparative extraction of a "collagen" sample with an age of 1700 BP shows 
baseline separation of the five amino acids Gly, Hyp, Glu, Thr and Ala. Asp and Ser are not 
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fully separated and thus cannot be used for isotopic analysis. Peaks during the first 30 min 
represent salts and humic fractions. Figure 1B shows irregularities in the shape of the Asp and 
Ser peaks, so that these amino acids should be treated with caution. Figure 1C is an analytical 
chromatogram of the reference material, Sigma Collagen Standard. Figure 1D shows a blank 
run. 

Routine separation of individual amino acids from fossil bone removes all soil 
contaminants (eg, humates; Stafford, Brendel & Duhamel 1988), except soil amino acids that 
have become attached to the bone collagen in situ during diagenesis. Free amino acids from 
the soil are washed out during gelatin preparation steps. Chemical bonding of exogenous 
amino acids can result in 1) a changed amino-acid composition (collagen differs considerably 
from the average protein), which can be detected during the HPLC separation, 2) in deviating 
stable isotope values of contaminated amino acids, which uncontaminated have characteristic 
isotopic compositions (Hare & Estep 1983), or 3) in different 14C ages of amino-acid fractions. 
These possibilities for identification of suspected samples will increase the quality of 14C bone 
dating. However, wherever possible, 14C dating of Hyp fractions should be preferred, because 
only Hyp is bone-specific to a high degree. All other amino acids occur in soils as well, and 
the sensitivity of chemical and stable isotope analysis is not sufficient to ensure correct 14C 

ages. Therefore, individual 14C measurements should be performed on these amino acids to 
distinguish between contaminated and uncontaminated fractions. 

Macko et al (1983) separated individual amino acids using classic ion-exchange 
chromatography; unfortunately, they do not give many details of separation conditions. Hare & 
Estep (1983) were the first to report isotope composition of collagen amino acids using this 
extraction system. The use of HCl as a volatile eluent facilitates collection of salt-free amino 
acids. It is not easy to use HCl in HPLC, so we choose a phosphate buffer system. Because 
these buffers are non-volatile, we needed to desalt fractions prior to combustion, introducing 
another step. However, as we found out later, desalting is not strictly necessary when using a 
CHN analyzer to combust samples. 

The advantages of HPLC techniques over low-pressure chromatography are better 
separation, high reproducibility of retention times and thus direct identification of peaks, 
contant monitoring, and much shorter extraction times. 

Theoretically, bone contamination during diagenesis can be eliminated as a source of 
erroneous bone datings by extracting and comparing individual amino acids. Only laboratory 
procedures, consisting of controllable factors, in principle, determine sample contamination. 

The approach described here enables us to use chemically well-defined sample materials, 
ie, amino acids, instead of more uncontrollable collagen extracts. The same results may be 
obtained by the possible extraction of well-preserved (hydrophobic) proteins (Gillespie 1989). 
The comparison of different amino acids from one bone sample presents new opportunities in 
the evaluation of bone radiocarbon ages and stable isotope data for paleodietary reconstruction 
or for the study of isotope fractionation effects in biosynthetic processes. 
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